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LI t H be a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space. We construct a 
bloc<-diagonal, hence quasidiagonal, operator T on H (i.e., T= 0 T, for some 
T,,‘s: called blocks, acting on finite dimensional, mutually orthogonal subspaces 
of H ), which is not a norm limit of a scqucncc of algebraically m-normal operators 
(or, equivalently, block-diagonal operators, each of which has uniformly bounded 
sizes of blocks). The construction is based on random techniques. ‘i‘) I990 Academtc 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let II be a separable (real or complex) infinite dimensional Hilbert 
space, L.(H)-the algebra of bounded linear operators on H. An operator 
TE L(H) is called quasidiagonal (resp. block-diagonal) iff there exists an 
increasirtg sequence (P,) of finite rank orthogonal projections, P, f I (i.e., 
strongly converging to identity), such that 
llP,T- TP,II + 0 as n-roe 
(resp. f n T- TP, = 0 for all n). It is clear that T is block-diagonal iff 
T= 0 “,,, where each T, acts on a finite dimensional space H, and 
H= @ Y, (an orthogonal direct sum); we will call such T,'s “blocks.” It 
is also easy to see that T is quasidiagonal iff, for any E > 0, there exist a 
block-diagonal operator T, and a compact operator K, with 11 K,ll c: E such 
that T= T, + K,. Good references on these concepts are [Smu; Her 31. 
Ever :;ince being introduced by P. R. Halmos [Hal] and in spite of a 
sign&a it body of literature refering to them, quasidiagonal operators 
remainecl somewhat elusive. This is perhaps reflected by the fact that no 
characterization of the class in the language different from that of (0) 
exists; t le one given above is just a nearly formal restatement of the 
* Partia ly supported by NSF Grant DMS-8401906. A preliminary version of this paper 
was circuh ted as a preprint [Sza4]. 
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original definition. On the other hand, some “rich” subsets of quasi- 
diagonals-like m-normal and algebraically m-normal operators-were 
extensively studied (beginning with papers of I. Kaplansky [Kap] and 
A. Brown [Bro]) and are well understood ([Pea] is a good reference). 
Recall that, given m E N, an operator SE L(H,) is m-normal iff S can be 
represented as a matrix with operator entries (S,,)yj= 1, with respect to 
some decomposition H,, = Hk @ Hk @ ... @HA (m times), where the S,‘s 
are normal and pairwise commuting; an operator T is algebraically 
m-normal iff one (hence all) of the four equivalent conditions holds: 
(i) T= @F=, T, with each T, k-normal; some of the factors may 
be missing or act on finite dimensional spaces 
(ii) if C*(T) is the C*-algebra generated by T, then every irreducible 
representation of C*(T) is of dimension at most m 
(iii) for any choice of A,, A,, . . . . Azm E C*(T) 
the summation being extended over all permutations of the set 
{ 1, 2, . . . . 2m); 
(iv) T is a norm limit of block-diagonal operators whose blocks are 
of dimension at most m. 
We shall call an operator finitely normal iff it is algebraically m-normal for 
some mgiV. The fact that a finitely normal operator is quasidiagonal 
follows from (iv). 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the following 
THEOREM 1. There exists a quasidiagonal operator TE L(H) which is not 
a norm limit of finitely normal operators. 
This answers-in the negative-a question asked, e.g., by D. A. Herrero 
[E& Her4]. It should be recalled that for many natural classes of operators 
the answer is positive. For example, it was shown in [Herl] that for 
weighted shifts quasidiagonality and being a norm limit of finitely normal 
operators are equivalent; from this, one can conclude the same for 
(irreducible) weighted translations [HH]. That this is not the case in the 
general setting is somewhat unfortunate, as a positive answer would have 
a number of interesting consequences involving approximation of Hilbert 
space operators and C*-representation theory. Since there are still some 
related open problems in the area, we state now the exact result (formally 
stronger than Theorem 1) given by our methods. 
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THEC IREM 2. There exist a quasidiagonal operator TE L(H) and E > 0 
such 1 hat if R, t Z is a sequence of orthogonal projections with 
sup,, ra nk( R, + 1 -R,)<m, thensup,jlR,T-TR,I(>&. 
How:ver, we do not know at this time whether, for the operator T from 
the theorems, there exists an infinite rank orthogonal projection P such 
that P’rP can be approximated by finitely normal operators or, if there 
exists :.n increasing (not to identity) sequence of projections (Q,) with 
IIQ,T--TQ,ll +O and su~,raWQ,+, -Q,) finite (or, in fact, if either of 
these is true for every quasidiagonal operator). 
Thecrem 2 should be compared with the result of W. B. Arveson [Arv] 
assertirg, in particular, that for any TEL(H), there exists an increasing 
sequenc:e of positive finite rank operators (F,) such that E;, tZ and 
/IF, T- TF,,)I + 0 as n -+ co (in fact, there is a single net Fi t Z which works 
for all ‘FE L(H)); of course, F,+ , -F, can be made as small as we wish by 
using convex combinations and other “cheap tricks,” so the fact that we are 
dealing with projections is crucial. 
The construction of the operator T from the theorems (or, more 
precisely, its blocks), closely related to that from [HS] and similar in some 
respect! to that from [SzaS], is of a random nature and, consequently, we 
are not able to write T explicitly (and it is imaginable that this feature may 
be force d by the nature of the problem). Because of the above-and in view 
of the I.nown results quoted in the comments given after the statement of 
TheoreIn l-we call our example “exotic.” Techniques similar in spirit to 
ones used in this paper have been successfully applied in other areas like 
the approximation theory and the geometry of Banach spaces, but, to the 
author’; knowledge, not much in the operator theory. On the other hand, 
using (in a formal way) our Theorem 1, D. Herrero [Hers] gave more, in 
a sense “concrete” examples of operators satisfying the assertion of that 
theorent as well as its various strengthenings. 
Added in proo$ Subsequently D. Voiculescu gave another proof of our 
Theoreln 1 in [Voi 1 ] and then, in [Voi2], made his example “concrete.” 
2. NOTATION 
Let Ii be an infinite dimensional, separable Hilbert space. Throughout 
this pa per II.11 will denote, depending on the context, the norm on H 
(or Rn) or the operator norm; /I./I+ther the /,-norm of a sequence (i.e., 
II Cxj)llp = CCj lxjl ‘1”’ or the corresponding ideal norm for operators (i.e., 
/ITlIp = :tr(T*T)P’2)“p). We will extensively use the ideal property of the 
latter, i e., II S, TS211 Pd II S, I) . 1) TII P . II S, I). A general reference for this and 
similar topics is [GK]. 
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If E c H is a subspace, we will denote by P, the orthogonal projection 
of H onto E and PI, = I- P,. 
If E and F are (separable) Hilbert spaces and SE L(E, F) is compact, 
then S admits a representation 
for some orthonormal (resp. in E and F) sequences (eJ and (fi) and nonin- 
creasing, nonnegative sequence of reals (si). We will refer to such a 
representation as “polar decomposition of S” (it is called “Schmidt expan- 
sion” in [GK] ). 
Throughout the rest of the paper we will consider only real Hilbert 
spaces. All the arguments, however, carry over to the complex case with 
obvious modifications. 
The letters a, C, C’, C, appearing in the paper denote universal (com- 
putable) constants. Whenever a constant depends on some parameter, we 
indicate this by writing, e.g., IC = k(p). 
3. THE EXAMPLE-GENERAL DESIGN-REDUCTION TO 
FINITE DIMENSIONAL STATEMENTS 
The operator we construct will be of the form 
T= Q Tj, 
i= 1 
with each T, acting on a finite dimensional space Hi, dim Hi = nj (nj t 00 ), 
which we will identify with Iw”). We will denote by Q, the orthogonal 
projection of H = ej Hj onto Hi. The assertion of the .theorem will be 
satisfied if we show that T,‘s can be chosen to fulfill 
PROPERTY 1. I( Till < C for all j, where C is a universal constant. 
PROPERTY 2. There exists CI > 0 such that, for any j and any SE L(H,) 
with S== S*, IIS(I < 1 and lISTi- T,S(I < 01 we have [IS- (tr S/nj)Zll < nj/8. 
PROPERTY 3. Zfi#jandZ~L(H,,Hj), then llZllz~c(IIZTi-TjZII:+ 
llZ*T,- TjZ*ll;)“‘, where c is a universal constant. 
Let us now show that Properties 1-3 imply the theorem. Indeed, 
Property 1 guaranties that T= @ T, is a well-defined bounded operator 
on H. On the other hand, if, for some E > 0 and QE IV, there exists 
an (algebraically) m,-normal block-diagonal operator R such that 
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I( T- R/J < E, then, denoting by R V) the orthogonal projection onto the 
space of the first k factors of R, we have 
Rck) t I; rank(RCk’- R’kp’)<mo, all k (1) 
11 Rck’T- TR’k’ll < E > all k (2) 
(cf. [4, Lemma l] for the latter) and so Theorem 1 follows from 
Theoren 2. Now set 
&=a A y, (3) 
where a and c are given by Properties 2 and 3, respectively. We will show 
that this choice of E contradicts (1) and (2). To this end, denote, for given 
k and for s, t E IY, Rt:) = QsRck)Q, (which in the sequel will be identified 
with Q,.? , Iz E L(H,, H,)). Then R (k) has the representation 
Rck’= [R’k’]” = s,, J,f I 
with res ,ect to the orthogonal decomposition H= @ H, and this yields 
another representation 
Notice tltat 
R(,k, = R(k)’ .A,, I.., 7 (4) 
in partic liar each Rjki is selfadjoint. Fix v such that n, > 4m, and observe 
that, by 12) and Property 2, 
11 Rck) - AkIll 1 < $n “,” “3 
where Ak = tr RkfJ/nv and Z=identity on H, (here and for the rest of this 
section). By (l), A,? 1 as k+ co. Also by (1) 
Od~k-~k_,=tr(R~~‘-R1’:~“)/n, 
=trQ,(R(k’-RR’k-‘))Q,jn,~m,ln,<: 
and similarly A, < a. Hence there exists K such that (A, - $1~ Q and so 
)I R!t’ - iZl/, < in,,. (5) 
Since R” ’ is a (selfadjoint) projection, we have 
R!,;’ = Q,R’“‘Q, = Q, RcK)RcK)Qy =1 QvR(K’QiQiR(K’Qv 
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and so 
(note that here and later series are convergent in any reasonable sense as 
we deal with finite rank operators). This combined with (5) shows that 
il 
c IR;,y-fr < $2,. 
i#V II I 
In particular, it follows that 
~~,~~~,~‘l~:=~~~~l~~~~l’~~~~llt~ll,-t~~=~~.~ (6) 
Now (2) implies that 
2 
c2n, > II(R”“T- TRcK’) Q,ll$ = 
II i 
1 Qi(RcK’T- TRcK’) Qy 
II 2 
~7 IlQi(R’“‘T- TR’“‘) QyIIz=C IIRj,:‘Tv- TiR),~‘II~. 
i 
By the same token, 
E2ny > jlQ,(R’“‘T- TR’K’)I/l=C IIR$‘Ti- T,R$ll: 
(cf. (4)). Combining these two estimates and consecutively using Property 3 
and (6), we obtain 
2$n,,> C (IIR!,t’T,- TiRi,:‘ll: + IIR~,~‘*Ti- TvRI,~‘*II~) 
ifv 
This contradicts the choice of E, (3), and proves the theorem. It remains to 
construct T;s satisfying Properties l-3. 
Remark. The above argument works with T replaced by TO To, where 
To acts on a finite dimensional space. One can also replace T by its any 
compact perturbation; note that the closure of the set of finitely normal 
operators is invariant under compact perturbations. 
580 89’2.4 
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4. THE BLOCKS-FURTHER REDUCTION 
Each block Tj will be an nj x nj matrix with nj = dmj, where d is some 
fixed integer (to be specified later) and (m,) increases fast enough. 
Moreov,:r, T, will have a representation 
0 1 A,,, A,,, .‘. AL, WI 
0 0.J. A2.4 ... A,,, R”i 
. 
.. . . . . ‘. 
T,= ; .‘d’. I A&,,, in (7) 
; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 I lK!“J 
-0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 [w”~ 
where A,, = A,,,(j) are some (randomly constructed) m, x mj matrices with 
IIAp,rll G 1 for all p, Y. (8) 
This wil imply Property 1 (e.g., with C = [d(d- 1)/2]1’2). 
On the other hand, if CI and S satisfy the assumptions of Property 2, then 
a straiglltforward generalization of the argument from [HS] shows that 
there ex sts an mj x mj matrix Y with Y = Y*, I/ YII < 1 such that if we set 
8= YE Y@ . . . @ Y (d times), then 
IIL’ - 811 < C(d)a, II YAP,, - A,,, YII 6 C(db for all p, r, (9) 
where C(d) depends only on d. The argument depends on considering the 
representation S = [S,,,],” r= 1 and examining the “entries” of ST, - T,S 
(which tnust be of norm <a). For d= 1 the statement is trivial; the cases 
d= 2 ard d = 4 were shown in [HS, Lemmas 3 and 41 (see also [Her2, 
Section )I). The extension to general d (indicated in [HS, before Proposi- 
tion 73) is completely routine and so we omit it. Let us just mention an 
(very ro lgh) estimate we obtained this way: C(d) < (d+ l)! 2d(d+ 1)/2. 
Now Jbserve that since tr @zj= tr Y/m,, it follows from (9) that 
IIS-- (tr S/nj)Z,,ll 1 < IIS- PII 1 + II P- (tr F/flj)Z,n,llr + Jtr 8- tr SI 
d 2 IIS- Pll I + d II Y- (tr Y/m,)r,,ll 1 
< (2C(d)a + rn,-’ 11 Y - (tr Y/mj)Z& 1) nj 
and so l’roperty 2 will follow if we select Ap,r’~ so that, in addition to (8), 
there exists 6, > 0 such that if YE L(WJ), Y = Y*, /I YII < 1, and 
II YAP,, - A,,, YII d 6,forall p, r, then II Y- (tr Y/mj)l,,,ll, <m/16. (lo) 
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Indeed, then to obtain the assertion of Property 2 choose c1= 
(& * ww. 
Similarly, in order to show Property 3, it is enough to choose A,,, = 
A,,(j) so that 
there exists a > 0 such that whenever i # j and X an mj x mi matrix, 
then (11) 
IWll 2 G ~2 max ( IIJfAp,,(i) - Ap,AMll: + IW*Ap,,U) - A,,,(i)X*II iI”’ 
P,r 
The statements (10) and (11) will actually be “forced” by disjoint sets of 
indices (p, Y). More precisely, we will prove the following. 
PROPOSITION A. There exist M, m, E N and 6 > 0 with the property that, 
for any m E fV, there exists a set {G,}r= 1 c L([w”), I/G,/1 <4 for s = 
1, 2, . ..) M, such that, for any YE L(IlP) with Y= Y*, UYll < 1 and 
11 YG, - G, YI( < 6 for s = 1, 2, . . . . M, #we have II Y- (tr Y/m) ZRmll 1 <m/16. 
PROPOSITION B. There exist NE fW and b, /? > 0 such that, for every 
m E N, there exists { V, > r= 1 c O(m) with the property that whenever j < pm 
and { U, > ;“= , c O(j) then, for every m x j matrix X, 
Assuming the propositions, one can easily construct the Tis. Indeed, 
choose d so that there are enough entries in Tj to accomodate all G,‘s and 
V,‘s (i.e., i(d-l)(d-2)aM+N). Let 4 and Jf be any two disjoint 
subsets of {(p,r): l<p<p+2<rdd} with #&=M and #JV=N; let 
(o(s)):= 1 and (z(t));“= i be some enumerations of J@ and JV. Choose any 
m, E N and define (m,) for j > 1 to satisfy /?mj > m,- i, all j, where /? is the 
same as in Proposition B. Finally, given j, set T, to be an operator of the 
form (7) with A,,,,=dG,, A,,,,=V,if l<s<M, IgtgN, and A,,,=Oif 
(p, r)$AuJlr. 
Remarks. (a) Observe that if U and V are orthogonal, then 
ll XU - VX(I 2 = 11X* V- UX* 11 z for every X, for which the expression makes 
sense. Thus the assertion of Proposition B is only formally stronger than 
that of (11). 
(b) It is tempting to ask (and the author did that in the preliminary 
version of this paper) whether the following strengthening of Proposition A 
holds: Given n there exists TE L(R”), II T/I < 1, such that, for any SE L(R”), 
S = S*, we have IIS - (tr S/n)Zll < C’ )IST- TSll (C/-universal constant). 
However, this was shown to be false by K. Davidson [Dav]. Moreover, no 
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finite far lily of operators of size independent of n will work either. On the 
other hand, it is still possible that a variant of the above inequality with the 
operator norm replaced by some other unitary invariant norm holds. 
(c) In Proposition B, one can presumably replace the Hilbert- 
Schmidt norm 1jj2 by ll.llp, PE (1, co). Again, we cannot use the operator 
norm [I)av]. 
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION A 
Given m E N and rl> 0 denote 
w,,, = { YE qwy: Y= Y*, II YII G 1, II Y- (tr Y/m) IdI I 3 rim>. 
We start with 
LEMM,, 1. Given YE W,,,V there exists a subspace F= F( Y) c IV”, 
dim F= 13 $vm, such that 
IIG Y4l 2 41 II-4 for XEF. 
Proof: A significantly more general fact was proved in [Sza 3, Proposi- 
tion 6.11 However, we will sketch the proof here as, under the present 
assumptions, it is quite simple and, contrary to the argument from [Sza 31, 
carries vrord by word to the complex case. Fix YE W,,,q and set Y, = 
Y- (tr I]m)I. Then 11 Y,Il < 2, tr Y,=O, 11 YOl] 3 qrn and, for any Fc R” 
and XE A?, 
P;,Yx= PkYox. 
Let (A,):‘_, be the sequence of eigenvalues of Y,, arranged in the non- 
increasing order and counted with multiplicity; (e,)y= ,-the corresponding 
sequence of eigenvectors. Set k = max{ i: Ai > 0}, then xf= I ii = f )I Y,-11 , > 
$qrn am so, if q is the smallest integer > Qqrn, then ;1,& an for i< q. 
Similarly, Ai< -$y~ for i>m-q. Set F=span{ei+e,-,+i: 1 <i<q}; a 
routine 2 rgument shows that F satisfies the assertion of Lemma 1. 
We will also need the following well known 
LEMM! 2. If B is an n-dimensional normed space, B,-its unit ball 
and Wc:B,, then for any E E (0, 11, W admits an E-net of cardinality 
d(l +2/E)n<(3/E)n. 
The matrices G, from Proposition A will be chosen in a random way. 
Given m E N, let G = G’“‘(w) be a random m x m matrix, whose entries are 
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independent Gaussian random variables with distribution N(0, l/m). It is 
well known that 
.9(IlG(m)(~)ll 34) -0 as m-+co. (12) 
Indeed, for any L > 2, 9( j]G’“‘(w)ll B L) + 0 exponentially as m + 00 (see, 
e.g., [Gem or Sil, remark at the end]). One can also produce a simple 
elementary proof of (12). It is also well known (and easy to show) that if 
UE O(m), then Z(G’“‘U) = L&(G@)) (i.e., both have identical distribu- 
tions). The columns of G’“) are independent copies of the lR”-valued 
random variable g, whose distribution has the density 
p,(x) = (m/2n)“/2 e-m llxl~2/2, 
In particular, it follows that, for any E > 0, 
P( II g/l Q E) < (e1’2c)m. (13) 
Also, if (h,)r=, is any orthonormal sequence in IR”, then G’“‘h,‘s are, for 
j = 1, 2, . ..) k, independent copies of g. 
We need one more lemma, which is a special case of Anderson’s 
inequality [And]. 
LEMMA 3. If u and v are independent, R”-valued random variables and u 
is mean zero Gaussian, then, for any symmetric (about the origin) convex set 
XCR”, 
We return to the proof of Proposition A. Fix m and let, for some M, G, , 
G 2, ..., G, be independent copies of G’“‘. Proposition A will follow from 
CLAIM 4. Zf 6 < q2/(3 .2”e) and M> 16/q, then 
P(lyS:xM IIG,I/ 64 and DYE W,,,,Vs<M II YG,-G,YII <a)< ($*. 
. . 
Indeed, to get Proposition A it is then enough to set r = $, M= 28 in 
Claim 4 and notice that, for m large enough, the quantity in (12) is 
< (2M) -’ = 2 -‘. For such m, (G,):? 1 satisfy the assertion of Proposi- 
tion A with probability > 4 - (i)m2 > 0; the case of small m follows of 
course by compactness argument. 
The strategy of the proof of Claim 4 is roughly as follows: First we show 
that-for some fixed YE W,,,, -the probability that all commutators 
YG, - G, Y are of norm <6 is very small. Then we deduce that the same 
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is true for all Y’s from some suitable net of W,,, and, consequently, for all 
YE w??l, I’
Now the details. By Lemma 1, if YE W,,,v, then, for some F= 
F(Y) c OS”, dim F= q 3 {rp, 
ll~‘FYxll 2 tr II4 for XE F. 
We first show that, for fixed Y and F as above and any z > 0, 
L!?( [I( YG, - G, Y) P,(( 2 < ~q’/~; s = l,..., M) < (4e”2z/q)Mym. (14) 
To this :nd, consider the polar decomposition 
P’,Y,,= i ai(ei, .) ei. 
i= I 
Then, fc r each i = 1, 2, . . . . q, 
and Ye = olie,! + f. with fro F= span(e,}, i.e., f,= CT= r foej (actually it 
follows .iom the proof of Lemma 1 that one can have f, = biei, but we are 
not goir g to use this). Hence 
Y 2 
= 
= II 
‘gi- i fqgjecrigl 9 
r l j=l II 
where v/e denoted gi= G@“‘e, and g,! = G’“)e,!. Since the sequence e,, 
e2, -., ey, e;, . . . . e; is orthonormal, it follows from the remark following (13) 
that the random variables g,, g,, . . . . gy, g;, . . . . g: are independent. We are 
thus in 2 position to apply Lemma 3 with n = qm, u = (aI, g;, . . . . cly gb), u = 
(Ygl - :<J’:,“= 1 flj gj, . . . . Ygq - c,“= I fu gj), and X = { llxll < rq”‘} c Rym, 
obtaining 
.V(JI(YG’“’ - G’“‘Y) PFll 2 < ,q”‘) 
<B i llclig;l12~~2q 
( i= 1 > 
GB l/q i IIg:l12~(4~lr1)2 
( > 
< (4e ‘12T/q )ym, 
i= 1 
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where we used consecutively (15) and (13) with g = q-“‘( g;, . . . . gb). Since 
G,‘s are independent copies of G’“‘, (14) readily follows. 
It remains to derive Claim 4 from (14). By Lemma 2, we can choose a 
6/8-net ?V of W,,,, with #‘Y < (24/d)“*. Then, by (14) 
~(~Y,EYVS II(Y,G,-G,Y,)P,(,,,ll,d2~q”2) 
d (241~3)“‘~ ( 8e”26/q) Mqm 
< (24/~3)~* (8e”2d/q)2”2 < (if, (16) 
where we used our assumptions on v, 6, and A4 from Claim 4 as well as 
q B $qm. Now let (G,),M_ 1 satisfy the condition from Claim 4, i.e., 
max, 11 GJ < 4 and max, II Y, G, - G, Y, II 6 6 for some Y, E W,,, . Choose 
Y,, E Y such that I( Y, - Y,ll < J/8. Then, for every s, 
Il(YoG,-GsYdP ~~~,~ll2~ lI(Y,G,-G,Y,) PFc~,,)l12+ Il(Yo- Y,) G,P,~,,,,ll2 
+ IIG.s(~o- Y,) f’,~,,,ll, 
G ( II Y, 6 - G, Y, II + 2 II Yo - Y, II . IIGsll ) IIPFc ro,ll z
< (6 + 2 .SjS .4) q1j2 = 26q’12. 
This shows that (G,) satisfies the condition from (16) and so Claim 4 
follows. This concludes the proof of Proposition A. 
6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION B 
Given m, NE N denote by p the normalized Haar measure on O(m) and 
by g-the corresponding product measure on (O(m))“. Again the con- 
struction is random: we show that, for appropriate choice of N, b, and /I, 
p(( I’,):= i E (O(m))“: (V,) verifies Proposition B) 
is positive for all m and, in fact, asymptotically close to 1 for large m. To 
this end, for p f N and y > 0, denote 
i 
( I’,) E ( O(m))N: V’ d m/2p VE, Fc R”, dim E = j, dim F = pj 
zAY= ‘y,ajcN IIP;.V,PEll:#j. 
. . 
Proposition 2 will follow immediately from the following two facts. 
CLAIM 5. There exist y > 0 such that, for any N, PE N with N 2 
p log p v (2p + 4), we haoe 
bqzp,y) >, 1 - (iJNrn. 
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CLAIM 6. Let y > 0, p E N, p even with p 3 16~ p2 and N as in Claim 5. 
Z~(V,)EZ~,?, then,foranyj<m/2p, {U,}~~,~O(j)andanyX~L(Rj,W’) 
with 11x1 2= 1, 
max IIXU, - V,X/I 2 3 KN- ‘12, 
ICfGN 
where K : = K(P). 
Indeec, suppose we have proved the claims. To obtain Proposition B 
apply first Claim 6 with y given by Claim 5 and some admissible p and 
later chcose N to satisfy the condition from Claim 5; Proposition B then 
follows vfith c= K-‘N”~. 
Before passing to the proofs we need to recall some notation (see 
[Sza l] for details). By G,,, we denote the Grassmann manifold of 
k-dimensional subspaces of [w”. G,,, is a homogeneous pace under the 
action of O(n). This induces the invariant measure pk,n on G,,,. Moreover, 
every no .rn Il.IIp on L(W) 3 O(n) induces a metric pp on Gk,n, e.g., via the 
formula 
p,,(E,, E,) = inf{ /II- UII,: UE 0(n), UE, = I&}. 
If F is an l-dimensional subspace of IR” and k 6 1, then G,,. 2 
(E E G,,,: E c F} can be naturally identified with G,,,. We need the follow- 
ing fact Ebout Gk,.‘s (see [Sza 1, Remark 8.61 or [Sza 2, Proposition 83; cf. 
[Sza 2, I,emma 23): 
LEMMA 7. Let 9 E (0, l] and k d in. Then G,,, admits an qk’j2-net with 
respect o the p,-metric of cardinality not exceeding (C,/q)“(“- k), where Co 
is a univ,?rsal constant. Also, if B is any ball in (Gk,n, pz) of radius qk112, 
then pk,n’ g, G (C,v) k(n-k’; C,-a universal constant (C,, C, do not depend 
on v,k,n). 
Proof a,f Claim 5. Fix j, E, F as in Claim 5. Then 
Y(,y::“, IIP>V,P,I12<2yj”2)= Ccl(uEO(m): IIPWPEI12<2~j”2)1N (17) . . 
and, as a? elementary argument involving analysis of the polar decomposi- 
tion of P F, UE shows, 
I) P>UP,IJ 2 < 2yj”’ a IF,, E Gj,F, p2( UE, FO) < 4yj112. (18) 
By Lemnla 7, there exists 9 - ayj”2 -net of Gj,F (in p,-metric) with #9 < 
(Co/y)j(pJwi). For U as in (17), choose I;, E 9’ with p,(F,, F,) <yj1j2, then 
p2( UE, F! ) < 5yj”‘. Now, for fixed F, , 
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by the second part of Lemma 7. Hence 
where C, = (5C,C1)2 (remember m > 2pj). Combining this with (17) we see 
that, for fixed j, E, F, 
9( llP’,U,PEl12 < 2yj”2, t = 1, 2, . . . . N) < (C2y)W(m- pi’. (19) 
Again by Lemma 7, there exist $yj”2-nets .& and N2 of (Gj,,, pz) and 
(G,,, pz), respectively, with 
#,y; < (2c,/y)j’“-J’, 
Since, clearly p,(E, E’) 6 $yj’j2, p,(F, F’) f iyj”‘, and lIP>.U,P,I(, < yj”’ 
together imply II Pk., U, PP I( 2 < 2yj”*, (18) shows that, for given j< m/2p, 
8(3E, F IIP;u,P~I12<yj”2) 
< (2GlY) i(m-J) (2pl12c,/y)Pjtm-PJ) (~,~)N,Cm--pj)< (c3y)iNm12 
with C, 7 (2eC,C$)2 (here we used the assumptions on j, p, and N). 
Choosing y = 334/C, and noting that Cyi*f 3 -jNm < (1)“” we get the asser- 
tion of Claim 5. 
For the proof of Claim 6 we need the following. 
LEMMA 8. Let z E (0, 11 and let p be an even integer with p > 4~~. 
Then, given (S,)/=, with 6,26,b ... z 6, B 0 and Ci Sj! = 1, there exists a 
sequence of integers 0 = i, < i, < i2 < . . < i,y < j such that, using the conven- 
tion ~3~ = 0 for i > j, we have 
(i) xi=, (i,-ik!._l)6f,>p-‘, 
(ii) 6 p(ik- jk-,j < d, for k = 1, . . . . s. 
ProoJ Set r = ip and define (ik) inductively by 
1” i, = min(iN: dpi < 26,}-it exists as, e.g., 6, = 0 d rSj, 
2” ik+,= min(@i,: dg N, 6p+ fik < &,dik >, 
3” s=max{k: i,< j}. 
(i) and (ii) now follow by routine verification. 
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Prooj of Claim 6. In notation and under the assumptions of Claim 6 
conside;’ the polar decomposition 
and the I apply Lemma 8 with r = IS and some admissible p, obtaining a 
sequent: (ik)icO. Next, for k = 1, 2, . . . . S, set E,=span{fi:i,_,<i~i,} 
and Fk = span{fi: i6 p(ik- i,,,)}. It now follows from the definition of 
Z,, that, for each k, there exists tk E { 1, 2, . . . . N} such that 
Conseqtiently there exists Z, c {i,_ , + 1, . . . . ik}, #Zk 3 &y2(ik - i,- ,), such 
that I/P: i V,,fjfili 2 B iy’ for i E Z, and hence 
I(P,V,,Xe,ll =di IIP>kv,,fill ~2--‘2y&~2~ydik for iEZ,. 
On the Ither hand, we have, for all i and t, 
by (ii) of Lemma 8. Combining the last two estimates we get that, for i E Z, 
Il(xut, - v,,x) ejll 3 (2-“2 - +) ybik 2 y6,,/5 
and so 
(we usec (i) of Lemma 8). Therefore, 
max lIXU,- V,XI12>y2/(50pN)“2, 
lCI<N 
which yields the assertion of Claim 6 with K = 16/(50~~)“~. 
Remarks. (a) It is clear from the argument that the assumption 
U, E O(j) in Claim 6 can be replaced by U, E L(R’), /I U,II < 1. 
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(b) A careful examination of the arguments from [6,9] shows that 
Lemma 7 holds, e.g., with C, = rc + 1 and C, = 120. This in turn yields N= 
8.51 x 1O66 and c = 2.15 x 1013’ in Proposition B. 
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